The work presented in this paper is motivated by our earlier work exploring sparse representation based approach for automatic bandwidth extension (ABWE) of speech signals. In that work, two dictionaries one for voiced and the other for unvoiced speech frames are created using KSVD algorithm on wideband data. Each of the atoms of these dictionaries is then decimated and interpolated by a factor of 2 to generate narrowband interpolated (NBI) dictionaries whose atoms have one-to-one correspondence with those of the WB dictionaries. The given narrowband speech frames are also interpolated to generated NBI targets and those are sparse coded over the NBI dictionaries. The resulting sparse codes are then applied to the WB dictionaries to estimate the WB target data. In this work, we extend the said approach by making use of an existing semi-coupled dictionary learning (SCDL) algorithm. Unlike the direct dictionary learning, the SCDL algorithm also learns a set of bidirectional transforms coupling the dictionaries more flexibly. The bandwidth enhanced speech obtained employing the SCDL approach and a modified high/low band gain adjustment yields significant improvements in terms of speech quality measures as well as in the context of children's mismatched speech recognition.
Introduction
The legacy telecom networks employ both narrowband and wideband adaptive multi-rate (AMR) speech codecs with dynamic mode selection to achieve high throughput. In narrowband AMR codec, the speech signal is limited to 0.3-3.4 kHz. Thus, a loss of highband (HB) spectral information occurs when that mode is selected for communicating over the network. This results in degradation of the speech perceptual quality when compared with that of the wideband (WB) speech. Since the unvoiced speech contains significant HB information restoring that is expected to improve the speech quality. The techniques used to estimate the lost HB information from the given lowband (LB) speech data are called as artificial bandwidth extension (ABWE) [1] techniques. The research in ABWE area still has relevance as it helps improve the perceptual quality of speech without actually increasing the bit rate or the format through the addition of side information of the narrow-band speech signal.
The sparse representation (SR) technique has been widely used in many signal processing applications and also resulted in the state-of-the-art performances. The main aim of the SR technique is to approximate the target signals as the linear combinations of a small number of atoms from a data driven dictionary. Lately, the attention has been given towards creating suitable dictionaries for many applications. Dictionary learning methods aims at training an over-complete dictionary in a single feature space for different mapping and classification tasks. Motivated by that, in our earlier work [2] , we have proposed a novel SR-based ABWE (SR-ABWE) approach for speech signals. In that work, a WB dictionary is learned from the given WB training speech frames using the KSVD algorithm. Now, the NBI dictionary for sparse coding the target NBI speech frames is derived by first decimating then followed by interpolating the atoms of the learned WB dictionary by a factor of 2. Similar to the existing ABWE approaches, the given lowband (LB) speech has been retained without any modification while the estimated highband (HB) speech has been added to the given LB speech with appropriate amplitude scaling. This approach referred to as the direct-coupled dictionary learning (DCDL) in this work. The earlier proposed DCDL approach for the ABWE task was noted to be quite effective for the voiced speech frames but found to be less effective for the unvoiced speech frames. This is due to the inconsistency in WB and NBI sparse codes. Also, the voiced and the unvoiced speech characteristics differs significantly. So, the dictionaries are to be properly learned to maintain consistency in the WB and NBI sparse codes and also to represent the target voiced and unvoiced speech data.
To address the above mentioned problems, in this work, we have explored an existing semi-coupled dictionary learning (SCDL) [3] algorithm for the ABWE task. This algorithm aims at learning bidirectional transformers iteratively along with the coupled dictionaries. In SCDL approach, the dictionaries are not fully coupled, and hence the two spaces can be mapped more flexibly. This results in more effective modeling of the characteristics of speech signal especially in the case of the unvoiced speech frames. Further to improve the quality of the enhanced speech, the existing scheme for adjusting the gain between LB and HB bands is also modified. Instead of the whole band, now the energies in the narrow higher edge of the estimated and the given LB speech are considered for the gain estimation.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the explored SCDL dictionary learning technique for SR-ABWE with the modified gain adjustment approach is presented. A detailed description of the experimental setup for the ABWE technique is given in Section 3. The evaluation of the SCDL-based bandwidth enhanced speech in terms of speech quality measures is presented in Section 4. Also, in Section 5 the effectiveness of the contrast and the explored ABWE approaches are evaluated in context of children's automatic speech recognition (ASR) under mismatched condition. This paper is finally concluded in Section 6. 
SCDL-based SR-ABWE approach
The basic SR-ABWE approach was reported in our earlier work [2] . In that work, two dictionaries one for voiced and the other for unvoiced speech frames are created using KSVD algorithm on WB data. Each of the atoms of these dictionaries is then decimated and interpolated by a factor of 2 to generate narrowband interpolated (NBI) dictionaries whose atoms have one-to-one correspondence with those of the WB dictionaries. The given narrow (NB) speech frames are also interpolated to generated NBI targets and those are sparse coded over the NBI dictionaries. The resulting sparse codes are then applied to the WB dictionaries to estimate the WB target data. This approach worked well for voiced speech frames but found to be less effective for unvoiced speech frames due to the inconsistency in WB and NBI sparse codes. So, to address this issue, in this work a pair of dictionaries are learned to capture the structural hidden characteristics of the two spaces along with a mapping function. Once the dictionaries and the mapping function are learned, ABWE can be performed using them. Since, the two dictionaries are not fully coupled, this approach is referred to as semi-coupled dictionary learning (SCDL). The detailed block diagram of the proposed SCDL-based ABWE (SC-ABWE) approach for a speech frame is shown in Fig. 1 . The block diagram shows that the given speech frame is first classified into two broad classes (V/UV) using a voice detector. For separating passband (PB) and HB portions of the bandwidth enhanced speech, 40-order Chebyshev filters are employed. Further, the creation of semi-coupled dictionaries is elaborated in Sec. 2.1.
SCDL algorithm
Given the training speech frames Sx and Sy corresponding to NBI and WB speech data, respectively. The SCDL algorithm aims at minimizing the energy function given by Eq. 1 to find the coupled dictionaries along with the desired mapping function:
where E d (., .) and Em(., .) represent the data description error, the mapping error between the coding coefficients of two spaces while Er represents the regularization term. In this approach, the speech data Sx and Sy are related to Φx and Φy by a mapping function f (.). Here, the semi-coupled dictionaries (Φx and Φy) and the mapping function f (.) are jointly optimized. Assuming f (.) is a linear transformation, Eq. 1 can be further modified into the following dictionary learning and regression problem:
where η, ζx, ζy, ζT are the regularization parameters and φx i , φy i are the atoms of the dictionaries Φx and Φy, respectively. The objective function in Eq. 2 is not jointly convex to Φx, Φy, T. But, it is convex with respect to each of the parameters if others are kept fixed. So, an iterative algorithm can be designed to optimize the variables alternatively. The mapping function T is initialized as an identity matrix and the coding coefficients θx and θy are assumed to be identical.
Training
To minimize Eq. 2, the objective function is partitioned into three sub-tasks namely sparse coding for the training data, updating the dictionary and updating the mapping function. By initializing the mapping function T and the dictionary pair Φx and Φy, the sparse coefficients θx and θy can be calculated as follows:
The Eq. 2 is an l1-optimization problem and can be solved using the least angle regression (LARS) algorithm [4] . Here, we assume that the mapping function T is linear and the bidirectional transformation approach can be adopted to learn the transformation from θx to θy and from θy to θx simultaneously. By fixing θx and θy, the dictionaries Φx and Φy can be updated by using the following equation:
By fixing the dictionaries and coding coefficients the mapping function T can be updated as follows:
Eq. 5 is a ridge regression problem. So, it can be solved as follows:
(6) where I represents an identity matrix.
Synthesis
By using the resultant dictionaries Φx, Φy and the mapping function T, the target NB speech frame sx i can be transformed into corresponding enhanced WB speech frame sy i by iterating the following equations: 
1. Find the optimum αy i using Eq. 7.
2. Update sy i using Eq. 8.
Output: Enhanced WB speech frame sy i .
Finally, the enhanced WB speech frame sy i is the resultantŝy i after the final iteration.
Modified gain adjustment technique
In the existing DCDL approach, the scaling factor for adjusting the amplitude level estimated highband portions for each frame is determined by finding the ratio of energies of the given signal and the lowpass (0-4 kHz) version of the estimated WB signal. In subsequent investigations, this scheme was noted to result in improper scaling of highband for the unvoiced frames. In Fig. 2 , the concerned spectra for an unvoiced frame are plotted to illustrate this problem. From that figure, it can be observed that the spectral profiles of the estimated and the target (original) signals differ substantially for lowband and highband regions. As a result of that the values of the estimated scale factor turns out to be quite low, this in turn leads to loss of the highband energy in the bandwidth enhanced signal. To address this problem, we explored collecting the energy from a narrow passband close to 4 kHz in scale factor computation. For this purpose, a 40-order Chebyshev bandpass filter is designed with higher edge of the passband as 3.4 kHz and its lower edge is tuned on a development dataset. The passband range of 3-3.4 kHz is found to result in the best performance.
Experimental setup
In this section, the detailed description for the database used in conducting the experiments, the system parameters tuning and the measures used for evaluating the quality of bandwidth enhanced speech have been discussed.
Speech database
The evaluation of the SC-ABWE approach has been performed on the speech data obtained from PFSTAR [5] speech corpus, a commonly used dataset used for evaluating children's automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance. In that dataset, an unvoiced frame, illustrating the procedure followed in the modified gain computation to boost the energy of the estimated highband spectra. the speech data is partitioned into training and test sets. A smaller development set is created from the existing training set for learning the dictionaries by randomly selecting 127 utterances such that at least one speech file is considered for each of 80 speakers (male and female). In the same way, a smaller evaluation set is created from the existing test set by randomly selecting 125 utterances such that at least one speech file is considered for each of 60 speakers (male and female) for evaluating the SC-ABWE approach. The selected training and test speech data is analyzed into frames of 20 ms length keeping a frame-shift of 5 ms. The training and the test speech frames are classified into voiced/unvoiced classes using FXRAPT function [6] available in the voicebox, a commonly used MATLABbased speech toolbox. This resulted in a total of 382, 148 voiced and 329, 882 unvoiced frames in the training set and a total of 339, 995 voiced and 681, 889 unvoiced frames in the test set.
System parameter tuning
The dictionaries in the DCDL approach are learned using KSVD algorithm with number of dictionary atoms as 1000, a sparsity value of 10, and iterations 50. In this approach, the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm with representation sparsity value of 50 is used during the sparse coding stage. In the case of the explored SCDL approach, the dictionary learning procedure is iterated 10 times with number of dictionary atoms as 1000. During synthesis, the re-estimation is performed for 10 iterations to obtain the enhanced target WB speech frame. In the SCDL approach, during the sparse coding stage the LARS algorithm is used without any constraint on the sparsity.
Performance measures
The effectiveness of the SCDL-based ABWE technique is measured by a number of speech quality measures, namely subband log spectral distortion (LSD) [7] , log-likelihood ratio (LLR), segmental signal-to-noise ratio (segSNR) and perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ). All the above mentioned speech quality measures are computed using the Composite tool downloaded from the website of the authors of [8] .
Results
The effectiveness of the modified gain adjustment technique applied over the earlier proposed DCDL-based ABWE approach is evaluated in terms of various speech quality measures and the results of the same are given in Table 1 . It is noted that with the proposed modification in gain adjustment, the overall quality of the bandwidth enhanced speech is significantly improved, perticularly in unvoiced case. To highlight the same, we have compared the enhanced spectra of the UV frames with the modified gain adjustment and default gain adjustment and the same are shown in Fig. 3 .
Further, the effectiveness of the explored SCDL-based ABWE approach with the modified gain adjustment technique is also evaluated and the results are listed in the Table 1 . This approach results in significant improvement in LSD and LLR, although a slight degradation is noted for segSNR compared to DCDL approach. Note that PESQ measure turned out to be more or less same for all the cases. From the figure, it is evident that, by the SCDL approach with the modified amplitude scaling, a significant improvement in bandwidth enhancement is achieved.
Evaluation of bandwidth enhanced speech for ASR
It is well known that the acoustic attributes between adults' and children's speech differ significantly [9, 10] . As the result, a high degradation in the recognition performance is noted when the children's speech recognition is performed over adults' speech trained ASR systems, compared to that of children speech trained ASR systems. Further, instead of WB speech data, when NB speech data is used for developing the ASR systems, the recognition performances for both adults' and children's undergo significant degradation. Also, the extent of degradation is larger for the recognition under children's mismatched condition, i.e., recognition of children speech data w.r.t., the adults' speech trained acoustic models. The reason behind this behavior is significant loss of the highband spectral information with reduction in the bandwidth of speech for children's speech unlike adults' speech. The effectiveness of the SR-ABWE approach using SCDL algorithm and the modified gain adjustment technique explored in this work seems to be encouraging in the speech domain. So, it would be interesting to evaluate whether the bandwidth enhancement explored are also helpful in bridging the gap between recognition performance for WB and NB speech in case of children's mismatched speech recognition. For this purpose, a conventional context-dependent hidden Markov model (CD-HMM) based ASR system is developed using the HTK toolkit [11] . The adults' (male and female) speech data from WSJCAM0 [12] speech corpus is used to train the ASR system parameters in mismatched condition.
The ASR systems in this work are modeled by following the procedure described in the earlier work [13] . The speech analysis is carried out using a Hamming window of length 25 ms, a pre-emphasis factor of 0.97 and frame rate of 100 Hz. The 13-dimensional MFCC base feature vector is computed using a 21-channel mel-filterbank. The first and the second-order derivatives computed over a span of 5 frames are appended to the MFCC base features. Thus, resulting in a 39-dimensional feature vector that is used for the ASR modeling. Also, the cepstral mean subtraction is performed to all the MFCC features during the training and the testing phase. The feature extraction is performed using the HTK toolkit.
The ASR performances for the default and the proposed approaches are measured and noted in Table 2 . It has been observed that the SCDL-based ABWE approach with modified gain adjustment technique results in improved ASR performance when compared to the other approaches.
Conclusion
In this work, we have explored SCDL-based ABWE technique. Also, a slight modification for the existing gain adjustment technique for ABWE task has been proposed. The SCDL algorithm jointly optimizes the coupled dictionaries and the mapping function resulting in proper coupling between the two spaces, particularly for the unvoiced speech. The speech quality performance measures for the explored SCDL-based ABWE approach have been calculated and found to result in significant improvements compared to that of DCDL-based ABWE approach. Also, the bandwidth enhanced speech files are evaluated in context of children's mismatched speech recognition. The SCDL-based enhanced files results in improved ASR performance compared to that or DCDL-based enhanced files.
